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Additional work-info and bios: 
 
Lina Selander & Oscar Mangione: 
Överföringsdiagram nr 1 / Diagram of Transfer No. 1 (2018), video, 8min. 30sek.  
  
Never ask what a video, or a series of images, means. Don't look for anything to understand; but instead 
what it functions with, in connection to what it transmits a transforming, within itself converging, creative 
desire. Is there any movement or direction from where its series of images appear? Anywhere where they 
go? 
  
Recognize that the video only exists through the outside. Connecting to other machines (of whatever kind or 
material): artistic, social, revolutionary, preserving, etc. Love machines; operating in relation to both 
themselves and one another – as images, movements, scenes, sometimes screens, projections or works – 
through their outside. Humming for themselves. 
  
Interpreting the video will turn into a bible, a sacred multilayered text, which will soon reveal itself as endless, 
and in the end, and to and from the end as well as the beginning, serving the powerful. As would we, the 
interpreters, in infinity. As priests. 
  
Transformation, transference reside in the looking. The title of our next film will be: Looking is the best telling. 
If this is not true, it would be because recitation is even better, the repetition of the words, or images, as from 
memory, in a strictly formal manner. In fact, Looking can be said to be a kind of recitation, and vice versa. A 
formal transfer of an outside, a surface. Extracting nothing. 
  
What would there be to extract? There is no knowledge of the subject of the video. 
The Sirens sing of home; origin, end and what lies between. 
  
But there are no such things; no references to any knowledge of a subject matter; nothing in the service of 
meaning or significance; no interpretation leading to the real that is represented or referred to, no liberating 
aboutness – the way out that is also the way in, as well as the comforting conforming to a theme with yet 
another name. 
  
Instead of extraction: construction; instead of representation and interpretation: experiment. Experiments 
with reality. 
  
"The diagrammatic or abstract machine does not function to represent, even something real, but rather 
constructs a real that is yet to come, a new type of reality" (Deleuze and Guattari, ATP 142) 
The video works its way forward, crawling on the ground, sometimes in tunnels it either digs itself or is lucky 
enough to find. Recognize this crawling on the ground; that that is what you see: the movements, thoughts, 
gestures, while they occur. Neither before nor after they occur. Always in medias res, never ab ovo or 
whatever would come out of it, i.e. always before it becomes a sign, something yearning for identity, 
interpretation and meaning. 
  
The video never ends. It is never exhausted or it is incurably exhausted. It cannot immobilize its gestures. 
Crawling forward, it leaves images of other gestures: Cruziana. Its value does not come from demonstrating 
what we already know, but by doing away with it, in a desire to discover a real coextensive but irreconcilable 
with what we take to be real. 
  
It is a search for freedom. A demand for autonomy. 
  

* Some words about what one actually sees in the video. Here is a list: 
The shredding of books 
Violent destruction of information 
Relation to '68 
Nostalgia & Violence & History 
Discours de la servitude volontaire 
Bysten från mesopotamien 
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Mao - simmar i gula floden 
Sortering för hand 
Ormen röntgad 
Fragment 
Galler ... och tortyr på galler 
Skanning 
Warburg som display, Warburg på dataskärm 
Minnesdestruktion 
Peking review - radio & noter (ljud) 
Rödhake (Red robin) 
Duva / Papegoja 
Sol ljus blick eld 
Kina 
Fragment till helhet till arkiv (mening) 
Spårbyte 
”Hitchcook-zoom” - Magritte 
Vakthund - L'immortelle 1963 robbe-grillet 
Man - häst  (Joseph Beuys?) 
Diagram 
Mao & ? 
Diagram 
Tunga 
Hund Vesuvius 
Diagram 
Barn i dans 
Diagram 
Barn ritar 
Ouroboros - has to commit suicide to stop chewing its tail 
Vilset diagram - diagram going astary 
Harpo burning books 

  
Bio: Lina Selanders work often focus on junctures in history where a system or physical place collapses and 
something new begins to emerge; the narrative of mechanical cinema giving way to that of digital video, or a 
political or economic system plummeting into a new one. Her works revolve around images as memories, 
imprints and representations. Selander’s work has been shown at Iniva (Institute of International Visual Arts), 
London; Index – The Swedish Contemporary Art Foundation, Stockholm; Moderna Museet, Stockholm; VOX 
- Centre de l’image contemporaine, Montréal, Galleri Riis and in international group shows such as Venice 
Biennale 2015; Kyiv Biennale 2015; Seoul Media City Biennale 2014; Manifesta 2012 in Genk, Belgium; 
Bucharest Biennale 2010; and at Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin. 
  
Oscar Mangione (b. 1971) works with Lina Selander and has participated with her in several exhibitions. 
From 2006 to 2012 he edited and wrote for the magazine and art project Geist and took part in numerous 
exhibitions, performances and projects in venues such as the Reykjavík Arts Festival, the Museum of 
Modern Art in Stockholm and the Venice Biennale. 
 
Jimmie Durham: 
Der Buchdrucker (2007). Print on paper. 
Buchstabe (2005). Drawing on paper. 
  
Bio: Jimmie Durham was born in 1940, in Arkansas, United States. Durham’s artistic research, as he has 
often stated, is interested in what happens “away from language”, in the relationship between forms and 
concepts. Working against Western rationalist logic, his practice is founded on uncertainty and paradox. 
Durham’s sculptural constructions are often combined with disparate elements, such as written messages, 
photographs, drawings and objects. Covering a broad range of topics in artworks as well as essays and 
poetry, the artist’s production is often laced with the agility of wordplay, a dry, highly critical humor and, 
above all, irony. He consistently addresses the political and cultural forces that construct our contemporary 
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discourses, the history of oppression, the futility of violence, and the powerlessness of the minorities in the 
world.  
 
Jimmie Durham is a Native American of the Cherokee tribe. He moved to Geneva in 1969 and enrolled in the 
École des Beaux-Arts where he worked on sculpture and performance. In 1973 he moved back to the U.S. to 
become involved in the American Indian Movement as director of the International Indian Treaty Council and 
its representative at the United Nations, becoming the first official representative of a minority within this 
organization. In 1980 he focused his attention back to art, but remained concerned with the image of Native 
Americans, a theme he returns to in many of his essays. Disappointed by this misunderstanding and by the 
American government’s intractable policies regarding the Indian movement, he left the U.S. in 1987 and 
moved to Cuernavaca, Mexico, where he was based until moving back to Europe in 1994. 
  
Jimmie Durham has had important solo exhibitions in many institutions, such as the Hammer Museum, 
Museo Nazionale delle Arti del XXI Secolo, Serpentine Gallery, Portikus, Musée d'art moderne de la Ville de 
Paris, Museo D'Arte Contemporanea Donna Regina Madre, among others. He has participated in a number 
of biennials, including: the 12 Sharjah Biennial, United Arab Emirates (2015); the 55th, 51st, 50th, 49th and 
48th Biennale di Venezia, Italy (in 2012, 2005, 2003, 2001 and 1999); the 29th Biennial de São Paulo, São 
Paulo, Brazil (2010); the 8th Taipei Biennial 2012, Taipei Taïwan (2012) and the Sydney Biennial, Sydney 
Australia (2004). 
  
Jimmie Durham currently lives and works in Berlin and Naples. 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Nanna Anike Nikolajsen: 
Buja / Røg (2018). Drawing on paper. 
  
Bio: Nanna Anike Nikolajsen (1984, Esbjerg) 
My work can be described as fanciful. I try to build up meaning from East Greenlandic language by 
differentiating every sound. Every sound, I imagine follows physical laws, as language consist of particles, 
chemical differencing, potential and kinetic energy, gravitation, gravitation field and so forth. 
 
Howard Slater: 
Suicide Note (2011). Collage on paper. 
Messthetics (2013). Drawing, xerox. 
Vogue 1 (2011). Collage on paper. 
Vogue 2 (2011). Collage on paper. 
Citalopram (2011). Collage on paper 
Recitation 3. Audio - 6min. 45sek.  
    
Bio: Howard Slater is a researcher and writer who currently works as a mental health support worker in 
London. Several of the collages being shown in this exhibition are from his book Anomie/Bonhomie (Mute, 
2012). He published another book. Anti-Wall (Kuda.org, 2017) which was based on a 1931 text by the 
Belgrade Surrealist Group. Some of his other writings have appeared on the Metamute website. 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
just in F. Kennedy with Marronage: 
On the DownGlow (2018). LED. 

  
Your eyes have changed 
You see my facets, my shadows, my range 
/ 
Trespass my purplish haze 
You also see my greys 
/ 
My uncontrolled neon greens 
My dark-blue entity 
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My white hot whatever 
The tethers of colour-coated without variety 
/ 
The task of inventing a new primary colour, 
or pretending primary colours don`t even exist in the first place 
  

Bio: Crucian choreographer and artist just in F. Kennedy satirical and strange universe is directed towards a 
common forgotten past as well as a place beyond the “apocalypse”. In their artistic practice, Kennedy 
examines the potential of fictions to develop critical discourse and more comprehensive emotional 
engagements with colonial history. 
  
“On the DownGlow” displays lyrics from Kennedys sci-fi opera by the same name, performed and developed 
together with Casper-Malte Augusta and Lydia Östberg in collaboration withMarronage. It is is a journey to 
the magical “Etherland” where mystical creatures appear as glitches, an ethereal place oblivious to the laws 
of physics. A place that has no past or future, here or there, but contains all times and all places at once. 
  
"When we estrange the familiar, our barriers are down, and we allow the stories and voices that have been 
silenced to penetrate the surface. The gap between descendants of the colonialized and colonializing 
exceeds. The biggest obstacle to healing the colonial wound is the emotional distance that characterizes the 
majority of former colonial powers and the idea that it is a process that only concerns those who became 
colonialized. No, we all need to get into the mud and stand. It is a joint project to re-humanize the 
dehumanization that has taken place in the name of colonialism. We need an emotional revolution." 
—just in F. Kennedy (in interview with Mai Takawira in journal Marronage #2). 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
CAConrad: 
Resurrect Extinct Vibration (2018). 2 poems printed on paper 
  
Dear Mia and Joen, hello from Tucson, Arizona! 
I have been driving many days (it takes about a week of driving all day each day) from Boston. 
  
The work is going well, quite well. 
While driving from Boston to here I stopped at several cities to plant copper containers with crystals in them. 
They form a triangle. Then in the center of the triangle is the city of Omaha.  
I will send the ritual details to make clear how I did the writing. (From email-correspondance, May 9th. 2018). 
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Resurrect Extinct Vibration 
A (Soma)tic Poetry Ritual 

by CAConrad 
  
When a species leaves the planet they take all of their sounds with them:  hoof and footfall, flutter, 
breath, heartbeat, cry, all gone.  With the collapse of our diversity of life on Earth and with it the 
multiplicity of reverberating feral melody, we humans are in the middle of our sharp ascent, 
growing our population from one billion a century ago to nearly 8 billion.  We fill in the planet's 
devastated wild songs with our din of humanity:  cars and other machines, bombs, drones, 
cellphone radiation, and of course the sounds of the incarcerated animals we allow to live, like the 
60 billion farmed animals raised for their flesh, and the billions more for their milk, fur, wool, eggs, 
and let's not forget our billions of pets and tens of thousands of zoos filled with billions of caged 
animals imprisoned solely for our pleasure and entertainment, crowding in for a new global anthem 
of the very singular and more orchestrated top predator human species. 
  
                   Ecopoetics is not so much nature poetry as it is an awareness and study of our many 
different ecologies and a concern for the breaking and mending fabric of those ecologies.  This 
ritual's step into Ecopoetics is to go beyond the study of degraded soil, air and water to include an 
investigation into vibrational absence.  
  
                   A World Wildlife Association study shows a loss of nearly 60% of all the wild animals 
on our planet in the past fifty years.  50% of all coral reefs have died.  In Europe 75% of the flying 
insects have vanished.  These are massive holes in our ecosystems we have barely begun to feel 
the affects of, but it's coming.  Do you feel triumphant?  Are you shy about such prosperity? 
  
                   Extinction belongs to your mother.  It belongs to your father, sister, brother, it belongs 
to you and your friends and others you choose to love.  Extinction belongs to everybody.  Import, 
export extinction, we have worked very hard to prove our dominance over the other species on our 
planet.  It is here, very real, and it is time to embrace it.  Touch your arm, touch your face, your 
chest, your stomach, your groin, feet, back to your stomach, hold your stomach, your appetite 
stampeding toward extinction.  Sleep, eat, go to the movies, extinction belongs to us no matter 
where we go or what we do.  Asphyxiated wilderness is the new desert rising around us.  Are you 
concerned?  Apathetic?  Cautious?  Are you a success?  Are you following all of the rules and 
pleasing your parents late into life giving them grandbabies, grandbabies, grandbabies, well 
extinction belongs to all of you, adult to baby.  We brought something for you in your crib little one; 
we have subdued the forces around us, quieted their cries, we give you a world for you to grow up 
formidable, presiding over all other creatures cowering at your feet.  We hope you appreciate our 
efforts and enjoy your future human kingdom.  You are loved. 
  
Dreamers of the strangled, gasping world, try these two ingredients for writing: 
  
Listen to field recordings of the many birds, mammals, insects, and reptiles now extinct or 
extremely depleted in numbers within your lifetime.  If possible place speakers by your feet first, 
then slowly move them up your body, your cells incorporating the sound waves.  Take raw notes 
for the poem throughout this process.  The altered pattern of our planet’s assembled resonance is 
your focus.  When you were born your infant cells proliferated on a significantly higher organic, wild 
vibration than the cells of children being born today.  The conversation around generation gaps 
needs to be expanded to consider this very real fact of cell growth being affected by vibrational 
depletion of the wild.  The “Resurrect” ritual momentarily returns the music of the disappeared back 
into the air, the body, the land.  
  
Make drawings of a recently extinct animal on index cards and write a short message about the 
creature along with an email contact.  Then leave these cards in public restrooms, on buses, 
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subways, in cafes, hotel lobbies, laundromats, libraries and community centers.  Reply to each 
inquiry you receive with the embodied voice of the animal, discussing the fragility of your habitat, 
your courtship habits, your taste in food, how you raise your children.  Eventually, let them know 
that you are dead and that your children are also dead, that in fact your species was recently 
wiped out.  Provide information on theories of how you became extinct as found in reports by 
ornithologists, entomologists, mammalogists, marine biologists, and others who research the 
recent decline of the many species of life on our planet. 
  
Bio: CAConrad is the author of 9 books of poetry and essays, the latest is titled While Standing in Line for 
Death (Wave Books, 2017). A recipient of a Pew Fellowship in the Arts for Literature, they also received The 
Believer Magazine Book Award and The Gil Ott Book Award.  CA is currently working on a (Soma)tic poetry 
ritual titled, "Resurrect Extinct Vibration," which investigates effects the vibrational absence of recently 
extinct species has on the body of the poet and the poems.  They teach regularly at the Sandberg Art 
Institute in Amsterdam and their books, essays, films, interviews, rituals and other publications can be found 
online at http://bit.ly/88CAConrad 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Kamilla Jørgensen: 
Bøgernes grundplan (2018). Smudsblad fra bøger.  
  
Fra bøgerne: 
Aladdin 
A Journal of the Plague Year 
A Tale of a Tub and Other Satires 
Den lange rejse 
Dombey og søn 
Dronninger i Kongshelle 
How to Write 
Jammers minde 
The Red and the Black 
Kulturens byrde 
Niels Klims underjordiske rejse 
Notes from the Underground 
Over Polarhavet til Orienten 
Practicalities 
Salmer 
Sult 
Telse og andre noveller 
The Beggar’s Opera 
Walden 
  
Bio: Kamilla Jørgensen, f. 1969 
Skønlitterær oversætter, 1996- 
Bachelor i Litteraturvidenskab fra Københavns Universitet, 1996 
Århus Kunstakademi, 2013-2017 
Er med til at drive KH7artspace, 2017- 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Åse Eg Jørgensen: 
Kompendier 15-35 (2013-2018). Serie af kompendier. 
  
Det første kompendium er en samling tekster og tekstudsnit, der alle handler om kort og kortlægning. 
Teksterne supplerede en udstilling i Danske Grafikeres hus med titlen Kortlægning: Et 
undergrundsanliggende og 6 statistiske udsagn (se www.hos-eg.dk under menupunktet udstilling). 
  
Formen kompendium (et sammendrag af en større tekst eller et større fagområde) løste dels et problem med 
at angive at disse tekster var plukket mange steder fra, dels åbnede det muligheden for at andre påfund og 
ideer kunne få et udtryk i en serie af kompendier. 
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Fremstillingsform og format ligger fast: alle kompendier er printet på en monolaserprinter i A4 format, foldet 
til A5 og syet i hånden. Oplaget starter som regel med 40 stk. Så producerer jeg flere om nødvendigt. 
I tilfældet med de kompendier, der er samlinger af fortrykte tekniske papirer, fx linjerede eller ternede blokke, 
tegningshoveder, koordinatpapir, logaritmepapir etc., er det den mængde af fortrykt papir, jeg har kunnet få 
fat i, der afgør det mulige oplag. 
  
Et kompendium kan også være en ”lejlighedspublikation”, som fx første kompendium (til udstillingen) og 
Kompendium 26 | 2016 Tekst og tekstil / Text and Textile, som blev brugt ved et workshop på Det Kongelige 
Danske Kunstakademi om håndarbejde, stof og tekstil. Kompendium 26 var også indstillet til Prix Bob Calle 
2017 du livre d'artiste. 
  
Mange kompendier refererer til bøger, forholdet mellem tekst og billede, papir og produktion af bøger, men 
der er også kompendier om helt andre ting så som kakler i Lissabon, stenarten flint, granitskulpturer på 
Københavns Rådhus og at slå smut. 
  
Bio: Åse Eg Jørgensen (født 1958). Grafisk designer, kunstner og medredaktør af kunsttidsskriftet PistProtta. 
Har modtaget flere priser og udmærkelser, bl.a. diplom for godtbogarbejde (Foreningen for boghaandværk), 
Bindesbølmedaljen og Albersen Fondens pris. Indehaver af Åse Eg Aps. 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Mirtha Dermisache: 
Untitled (Postcard) (ca. 1997-2010). Silk-print.   
  
Bio: Mirtha Dermisache (21.02.1940 – 05.01.2012, Buenos Aires, Argentina) wrote dozens of books, 
hundreds of letters and postcards, and countless texts. Not a single one was legible, yet, in their proximity to 
language, they resonate with a mysterious potential for meaning. 
 
Using ink on paper, Dermisache invented an array of graphic languages, each with their own unique lexical 
and syntactic structures. Some resemble a child's scrawl while some feel like nets or knots or transcriptions 
of seismic waves. Some resemble maps of archipelagos while others look like scores for inscrutable 
performance. What they all have in common is their remarkable clarity as texts. 
 
Praised by Roland Barthes in the early ‘70s for the “extreme intelligence of the theoretical problems related 
to writing that [her] work entails,” Dermisache’s writings suggest both an abstract “essence of writing” and a 
concrete democratization of written forms, an elaborate exploration of the possibilities for ink and page to 
make and represent thought. 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Vagn Steen: 
YOU READ (1969). Seriegrafi. 
You Read to the Right (1969). Silk-print. 
  
Bio: Vagn Steen (1928 – 2016, DK) var en dansk digter. Han er uddannet Cand.Mag i dansk og historie, fra 
Århus Universitet i 1956 samt senere professor i konkret lyrik i U.S.A. Vagn Steen er konkretist og indførte 
konkretismen i Danmark. Han har siden 1963 udgivet konkrete digte og digtobjekter, ligesom han har 
udstillet visuelle digte/digtobjekter og forelæst internationalt. Blandt andet i CapeTown og Johannesburg. 
Han har gennem mange år været fortaler for en mere demokratisk og legende litteratur, der ikke var 
forbeholdt den intellektuelle elite. 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Monica Aasprong: 
Soldiers’ Market (2006). Gouache in Monica Aasprongs novel Mellom Alex Gobulev og 
Meg (1997). 
Circle Psalm II (2013). Poems on paper. Design by Aron Kullander-Östling. 
  
Soldiers’ Market – Soldatmarkedet - is a textwork in different parts.  Between 2003 and 2010 fragments were 
published in books, literary journals, and were presented at exhibitions and readings. Essential to the work is 
the title itself, to find different approaches to this specific word. The single letters of the title word have 
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functioned as a reservoir of linguistic matter, and the letter 't' - with its ambiguous symbolic implications - has 
been given particular attention.  
 
Circle Psalm (to Bethlehem / to Jerusalem), is a collection of poems, by the Norwegian poet Monica 
Aasprong, exists in two book versions,  both designed by the Swedish graphic designer Aron Kullander-
Östling. The version you see here , Circle Psalm II, is an uniqe object that has been exhibited in galleries in 
Stockholm, Oslo and Trondheim.  The text is spread out over nearly a thousand pages that are adhesively 
bonded into a circle. The book has neither a beginning nor an end, and is impossible to close. Its design 
plays with the endless shape of the circle - as the poem is circular with a repetitive mantra-like structure 
based on basic items such as sun, sea, wind, stone, wall, house, boat etc. 
  
The other version of the book, which was distributed and produced by the Norwegian publishing house 
Cappelen Damm in 2013, had no fixed end or beginning either, but had a spiral back, and was divided into 
14 sections by 14 identical front pages. 
  
A concert-version has also been made with the Norwegian composer Maja Ratkje - with parts of the poem 
translated into Arabic, Hebrew, English and German: http://ratkje.no/2013/08/sirkelsalme-til-betlehem-til-
jerusalem-en-konsert/ 
  
Bio: Monica Aasprong was born 1969 in Kristiansund on the Norwegian West coast, and currently lives in 
Stockholm. She has published four books, one novel and three collections of poetry, 
 Soldatmarkedet/Soldier's Market (2006), Et diktet barn/An Invented Child (2010) and Sirkelsalme/Circle 
Psalm (2013). A fourth work of poetry, Mnemosyne Nomenclatur, at is to be released at Kristiansand 
kunsthall in 2018. 
  
As part of her authorship she workes with installations and audioworks. Aasprong has been a post graduate 
student at Konstfack (University College of Arts, Crafts and Design) 2004-05, and at the Royal Institute of Art 
2012-13/ Stockholm. 
  
Excerpts of her poetry have been translated into ten languages, and one of the collections, An Invented 
Child, into Danish by Andreas Vermehren Holm at Forlaget Virkelig. 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Christian Yde Frostholm: 
VIGILANCE PROPRETÉ (2002). Photo on inkjet-paper. 
  
VIGILANCE PROPRETÉ er en fotoserie og webinstallation lavet til Afsnit P i vinteren 2002, da de hidtidige 
gadeskraldespande i Frankrig – efter 11. september – blev erstattet af sække i gennemsigtig plast. I Paris 
var plastposerne klart grønne og bar de to ord VIGILANCE (agtpågivenhed/forsigtighed) og PROPRETÉ 
(renlighed/renholdning) med store, sorte typer. I betragtning af de store mængder andet skrald, der konstant 
placeres i de parisiske gader virkede dt ikke som nogen helt troværdig indsats mod eventuel terrorisme. Til 
gengæld ændrede de gadebilledet, ikke mindst ved at gøre selve affaldet synligt, ja, ligefrem fremhæve det 
og tilføje det et særligt grønligt skær. Imens ordene VIGILANCE og PROPRETÉ blev et underligt 
beroligende-foruroligende refræn for en ny tid (de er der vist endnu). www.afsnitp.dk/galleri/vigilance/ 
  
Bio: C.Y. Frostholm (f. 1963), forfatter og billedkunstner. Seneste udgivelser: Things left behind (2012) og 
Paris en brugsanvisning (2013), samt sammen med Simon Bodh Nielsen: Kalender for natten (app 2016) og 
Det værste der kunne ske (bog 2018). Seneste udstilling: Writing While Walking (Scotty, Berlin 2018). Til 
efteråret: bogen Træmuseet (politisk revy). 
 
 
Thomas Bo Østergaard: 
Plantegninger 1-5, Matrikel 249, lejlighed 1 (2018), ed. 5. Digital print, blyant og akvarel. 
  
Bio: Billedkunstner, født 1981 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
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Anthony Iles: 
The Fate of Words: Glosses on Critical Inutilty (2018). Pamphlet, folded pages. 
  
Bio: Anthony Iles is currently a doctoral candidate at the School of Art & Design, Middlesex University. A 
founder member of the Full Unemployment Cinema. A contributing editor with Mute / Metamute since 2005. 
He is the author, with Josephine Berry-Slater, of the book, No Room to Move: Art and the Regenerate City 
(Mute Books, London 2011), contributing editor to the recent publications, Anguish Language: writing and 
crisis (Archive Books, Berlin, 2015), and Look at Hazards, Look at Losses (Mute/Kuda, 2017) and a 
contributor to Brave New Work: A Reader on Harun Farocki’s Film A New Product. Recent essays have 
been published in Radical Philosophy, Rab-Rab: Journal for Political and Formal Inquiries in Art and Logos. 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Ida Börjel: 
Sabotage Manualerne (2018). Books taken out of circulation and sabotaged with whiteout. 
Performance with Matilda Plöjel on June 9th. 
  

the saboteur’s weapons are the things she 
typically walks around with     like the 
materfamilias she is     like the 
workforce she is     the arsenal 

  
Bio: Ida Börjel is regarded as a vital critical presence in the Swedish literary and cultural landscape. Born in 
1975 in the southern Swedish university city of Lund, Börjel has dedicated her practice to the potential for 
poetry to serve as instrument of historical and political inquiry, disruption, and illumination. The wrench is the 
tool most closely aligned with much of Börjel’s work, where her use of language both disassembles and 
repairs in an effort to hobble and silence the machine. As she writes in “Tools,” from Miximum Ca’Canny The 
Sabotage Manuals.  
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Anne Boyer: 
2016 (2018). Poem printed and stapled, free to take. 
  
Bio: Anne Boyer is a U.S. poet and essayist and the inaugural winner of the 2018 Cy Twombly Award for 
Poetry from the Foundation for Contemporary Arts. She is also a 2018 Whiting Award winner in Nonfiction 
and Poetry. Boyer’s newest book, A Handbook of Disappointed Fate, is now available from UDP. Boyer’s 
other books include The Romance of Happy Workers (Coffee House 2008), My Common Heart (Spooky 
Girlfriend 2011), and the 2016 CLMP Firecracker award-winning Garments Against Women (U.S., Ahsahta 
2015; U.K, Mute 2016). She lives in Kansas City, where she is a professor at the Kansas City Art Institute. 
 
 
Jakob Jakobsen: 
Dødsfald / Deaths (2015). 20 Sheets of A4 / Laser print / PDF 
 
Bio: 
Jakob Jakobsen er billedkunstner og skribent. Bor og arbejder i Hospital Prison University Archiv: 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Deirdre Humphrys: 
STRIKE (2018). Pillow cases and thread. 
We Shout (2018). Pillow cases and thread. 
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Bio: Correspondence in order to expand rooms for exchange and this habit of sharing is, through continuing 
explorations of reproductive work and fetishism, memory and collapse a central practice in visual artist 
Deirdre J.Humphrys’ body of work. 
With a focus for the movements of awareness, the stretching and tensing between processes of realisation 
of projected positions, the performance of and attempts to take these projections back, transforming anger 
into anger all the while practicing holding this anger, together at just the right tempo. 
  
Staying with the repetitious nature of daily rituals, through text, vocal performance, collective improvisation, 
the bodies reiterated language and moving imagines; their rhythms and the stuff of it, along with curtains, 
cloths and material, cleaning products and rubber gloves excites D.J.H. 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Adania Shibli: 
A Lesson In the Nature of Resistance (2018). Poem printed on paper. 
The Sea is Muhammed al’Khatibs’ (2016). Audio - 11min. 47sek. Voice: Priya Basil.  
  
Bio: Adania Shibli (Palestine, 1974) currently lives in Jerusalem and in Berlin. She has written novels, plays, 
short stories and narrative essays. She has twice been awarded with the Qattan Young Writer's Award-
Palestine in 2001 on her novel Masaas (translated into English as Touch. Northampton: Clockroot, 2009), 
and in 2003 on her novel Kulluna Ba’id bethat al Miqdar aan el-Hub (translated into English as We Are All 
Equally Far from Love. Northampton: Clockroot, 2012). She has also edited a Dispositions (Ramallah: 
Qattan, 2012), an art book about contemporary Palestinian artists. Her latest is the novel Tafsil Thanawi 
(Minor Detail, Beirut: Al-Adab, 2017). Shibli is also engaged in academic research and teaching. Since 2012 
she has been a visiting professor at Birzeit University, Palestine. 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Mira Mattar: 
Soft Close (2017). Pamphlet. 
Soft Close (2017). Audio - 6min. 31.sek. Reading drafts for Soft Close + 2 first pages.  
  
Soft Close was first published in issue 2 of The Arrow Maker (2017) and republished as a zine by Monster 
Emporium Press. Here I am reading line drafts from the opening section, followed by a short reading of the 
beginning of the story. 
  
Bio: Mira Mattar writes fiction and prose poetry. She is a contributing editor at Mute and co-runs a small 
press. She lives in south east London. Some of her work can be read at http://her-mouth.tumblr.com/ 
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––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Henning Lundkvist: 
Tag (2015). Laser engraving on perspex, A3 
  
Bio: Henning Lundkvist is an artist and writer living in Copenhagen. 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Fred Moten: 
You Want Sensory Issues from the little edges (2015). Poem printed in vinyl. 
 
Bio: Fred Moten (born 1962) is a poet and scholar whose work explores critical theory, black studies, and 
performance studies. Moten is professor of Performance Studies at New York University and has taught 
previously at University of California, Riverside, Duke University, Brown University, and the University of 
Iowa. His scholarly texts include The Undercommons: Fugitive Planning & Black Study which was co-
authored with Stefano Harney, and In the Break: The Aesthetics of the Black Radical Tradition. He has 
published numerous poetry collections, including The Little Edges, The Feel Trio, B Jenkins, and Hughson’s 
Tavern. 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Ninna Poulsen: 
Uden titel (2018). Drawing on paper. 
  
Bio: Ninna Poulsen er billedkunstner og bor i København. Hun arbejder ofte sammen med andre i grupper 
og arbejdsfællesskaber. I hendes praksis undersøger hun blandt andet spørgsmål omkring kroppe, 
vidensproduktion, bevægelse og følelsesstrukturer.  
 
Line Larsen: 
Window Work (2018). Drawing on window. 
  
Line Larsen is a Norwegian multi-artist based in Copenhagen. Her works vary from public interventions, 
drawings, photos, videos, sculptures, music videos, keyboardplaying, text pieces to real life projects. She is 
currently working on starting a conscious cult in Amager and a new series of multifunctional art pieces. In her 
spare time she takes care of stray cats, shoots her fathers hand guns and has ambitions to become an actor, 
filmmaker, musicmaker or marry Yung Lean.” 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
BMS: 
Femten (2018). Poem on overhead-projector. 
  
Bio: BMS står for blod, måne, søndag og består af Fine Gråbøl, Ronja Johansen, Dorte Limkilde og Mette 
Kierstein. Vi ser ikke BMS som en neutral enhed, vi ser ikke BMS som en udviskning af forskelle; men 
snarere som en krop med mange ansigter. Vi ønsker ikke at foregive at være anonyme. 
  
Vi udforsker en kollektiv stemme som en performance og en politisk modstand: hvad vil det sige at være 
fælles om udsigelsen, når litteraturens arketype ofte er blevet forbundet med den ensomme mand i tårnet; 
det enestående geni? 
  
Vi drives af venskaber, fællesskaber og korrespondancer. Derfor er det vigtigt for os at sige det, vi skriver, 
højt, såvel som at undersøge, hvordan det kan blive sagt. Teksten er ikke på skrift, uden at den også er til 
deling og en invitation. Vores tekst “Femten” er et råbekor: Et arrangement for stemmerne Nord, Syd, Øst og 
Vest. 
  
Forlaget Arena udgiver BMS til efteråret. 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
M. NourbeSe Philip: 
Zong! (2008). Excerpts from the book: Ch. Sal p. 59-69 and Ch. Notanda p. 189-197  
Audio - 34min. 18sek.  
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Bio: M. Nourbese Philip is a poet, essayist, novelist and playwright who lives in the space-time of the City of 
Toronto. She practised law in the City of Toronto for seven years before leaving to write. She has published 
five books of poetry, including the seminal, She Tries Her Tongue; Her Silence Softly Breaks, one novel and 
three collections of essays. Her most recent work of poetry, Zong!, is a genre-breaking exploration of 
memory, history and the transatlantic slave trade. Among her awards are the Pushcart Prize (USA), the 
Casa de las Americas Prize (Cuba), the Tradewinds Collective Prize (Trinidad and Tobago), the Lawrence 
Foundation Prize for short fiction (USA), as well as the Arts Foundation of Toronto Writing and Publishing 
Award. Her play, Coups and Calypsos, was a Dora Award (Canada) finalist. She is a Guggenheim Fellow in 
Poetry (USA), a McDowell Fellow and a Rockefeller Foundation (Bellagio) Fellow. 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Marronage: 
Untitled (2018). Woodcut. 
On the DownGlow (2018). LED. With just in F. Kennedy 
  
Bio: Marronage is a political collective that brings into focus narratives of resistance through editorial and 
curatorial work, articles, and events. The journal Marronage was launched on the occasion of the 2017 
centennial of the sale of the former Danish West Indies and is dedicated to exposing the erasure of 
colonialism in Nordic historical narratives. With contributions from artists, scholars, and activists Marronage 
points to the colonial legacies of oppressive structures that we contend with today. 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Lesley-Ann Brown: 
Daughters of the Earth (2016). Poem printed on handmade paper.  
  
This poem was inspired by the many women who are born to immigrant parents around the world. Whether 
we are from the Trinidad, Iran, Somalia, Ghana - it is for those of us who must forge homes in lands that are 
alien to our foremothers.  
  
Bio: Lesley-Ann Brown is a writer, activist and teacher. She is born in Brooklyn to Trinidadian parents. In 
2007 Brown started blogging as Blackgirl on Mars. She later went on to found Bandit Queen Press. She is 
the author of the recently published, "Decolonial Daughter: Letters from a Black Woman to her European 
Son." You can keep up with Brown on www.lesleyannbrownwrites.wordpress.com 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Rasmus Brink Pedersen: 
Four Motivational Posters (2017). Two posters. 
  
Four Motivational Posters is the outcome of an analysis of the language of amateur astronomy in the 
magazines Astronomy and Sky & Telescope. Based on text and images from the magazines. Published by 
Catalyst Press, 2017. 
  
Bio: Rasmus Brink Pedersen, b. 1979 
MFA, The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, 2010 
 
Artist and writer predominantly concerned with the relation between science and fiction (yes: as in science 
fiction, but not restricted to that particular literary genre) and how this relation shapes the possible paths to 
understanding and shaping our environment – present and future. Presently researching the life and work of 
Danish amateur astronomer Emmy Ingeborg Brun.  
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Marcel Broodthaers: 
LA PLUIE (PROJET POUR UN TEXTE) (1969). 16 mm film, b/w, silent, 2 min. 
MACBA Collection. MACBA Foundation 
  
La Pluie (The Rain) was filmed in the garden of the rue de la Pépinière during the Musée d’Art Moderne, 
Département des Aigles, Section XIXe siècle period. The backdrop is a brick wall on which the words 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER are written in whitewash.  
  
* In the following section we reproduce a facsimile of the text by Marcel Broodthaers dedicated to La Pluie. 
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  PROJECT FOR A TEXT 

 
I hate movements that displace the lines. 
If I make a film, for a genre still defined as the discipline of movement, I have to repeat Baudelaire’s 

verse, unless… 
 

1. … I don’t make the film and at the same time accept the value of the unused film, the filmmaker’s 
blank page, and pray that someone else makes it. 

 
2. … I make the film at the expense of hate. A love film for instance. This is highly enticing but 

involves the risk of serving as a banner for a wide range of merchandise —advertising and 
propaganda films, pornography, prohibited films… 

 
3. … I set aside the problems of film-specific language and consider the film as a simple reference to 

a type of abstraction.  
Thus, in certain aspects of conceptual art the film is often a banal intermediary in which the idea plays 

the role of the main subject matter. But doesn’t the subject seem shrunken by that conventionalism 
of transmission style, if not absorbed and relegated to a rarely original documentary of hackneyed 
ideas? 

 
… The new image techniques rather than those of film (laser) enable us to find a solution — fleeting I 

fear — which is indeed interesting. 
 

But you have to be immersed in the world of technology to use this type of medium with any success. 
And here I find myself cruelly split between something immobile which has already been written and 
the comic movement that animates at 24 images per second.  

  
Bio: Marcel Broodthaers (Belgian, 1924–1976) worked primarily as a poet until the age of 40, when he 
turned to the visual arts. Over the next 12 years, his work retained a poetic quality and a sense of humor that 
balanced its conceptual framework; for his first solo exhibition, he encased unsold copies of his latest poetry 
book, Pense-Bête (Memory aid, 1964), in plaster, turning them into a sculpture. Broodthaers continued to 
invent ways to give material form to language while working across mediums—poetry, sculpture, painting, 
artist’s books, printmaking, and film. From 1968 to 1972, he operated the Musée d’Art Moderne, 
Département des Aigles (Museum of Modern Art, Department of Eagles), a traveling museum dedicated not 
to his work as an artist but to the role of the institution itself and the function of art in society. 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Cia Rinne: 
MENT (2018). Ink on paper. 
L’usage du Mot (2017). Audio - 13min. 33sek. 
 

Dansk oversættelse:  
 

LA POÉSIE CONCRÈTE MENT* 
DEN KONKRETE POESI LYVER 
  ORION SCOHY 

 
DET SANDE LYVER 
DET ABSOLUTTE LYVER  
LOGIKKEN LYVER 
ÆSTETIKKEN LYVER 
DOMMEREN LYVER  
DET UPRÆCISE LYVER 
MODSÆTNINGEN LYVER 
DET UFEJLBARLIGE LYVER 
DET SYNLIGE LYVER 
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DET UTÆNKELIGE LYVER 
AKUSTIKKEN LYVER 
KLASSEN LYVER 
ALTERNATIVET LYVER 
FOLKET LYVER 
TEKNIKKEN LYVER 
STØJEN LYVER 
EGOISTEN LYVER 
DET USENSIBLE LYVER 
DET FANATISKE LYVER 
KOEN LYVER 
DJÆVELEN LYVER  
MORALEN LYVER 
TAKTIKKEN LYVER 
DET FORMÅLSLØSE LYVER 
DET UENDELIGE LYVER 
OPSUMMERINGEN LYVER 
DET UPÅKLAGELIGE LYVER 

 
* titel på foredrag af Orion Scohy 
  
Bio: Cia Rinne, poet, lives in Berlin. Publications, readings, performances and exhibitions of plurilingual 
minimalist and concrete poetry. The latest publications include ‚l’usage du mot’ (kookbooks/Berlin, Héros-
limite/Geneva, and Gyldendal/Copenhagen 2017), ‚Skal vi blinde os selv og forlade Theben’ (Forlaget 
Virkelig, Copenhagen 2017, and the recent re-edition of notes for soloists (OEI Eidtör/Stockholm 2009; 
Gyldendal/Copenhagen 2018).  
 


